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Oubies product review - Lisa

I am so sorry that it has taken me so very long to write my review. I have had shocking problems with my
computer and accessing anything has been next to impossible!
I have had the great pleasure to trial the Qubies tray and I love it!
I am a huge advocate of home cooked meals for babies. I believe that meals from home are much more
nutritious and of course fresher because they are not sitting on a shop shelf for months before you purchase
them. People who know me know of when I open my freezer little containers of baby food always fall out
and I am doing a juggling act to catch them all. A Qubies tray stops that. It is such a handy way to store
your baby food.
I have put this to the test with many different foods and products for freezing. I have frozen of course baby
food which was wonderful because the food portions are so easy to access with a Qubies and there are no
more tiny containers falling out of my freezer.
I froze some juice with grapes inside with the Qubies so that when I put one in the kids drinks they had a
nice frozen treat inside. It was so simple to serve them also because the Qubies tray separates them
wonderfully.
I have frozen chicken stock in it which was wonderful because normally it would sit in the fridge and
ultimately get wasted. I simply froze it in the Qubies then when they were frozen I put them into a freezer
bag and into the freezer. I hate wasting food so doing this made me so happy.
I have spoken to so many new mum's that I see in the shops about Qubies also because I am so happy with
this product.
We are THINKING about having another baby and already my husband has given me the green light to
buy more Qubies trays when we eventually do have another baby =D
Thank you Qubies for sending this to me to trial. I am very impressed with the quality ofthe product, the
ease of use and also it's versatility. This is definitely something that every parent who cooks their own
baby food should own. Or even if someone like me hates wasting food they can freeze it as I did and then it
is easy to store in the freezer.
A great product all round.

